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Chapter One 

From Travel to Mobility: Perspectives on Journeys in the Russian, Central and East 

European Past 

Róisín Healy 

 

ABSTRACT: This chapter introduces the “new mobilities paradigm” and argues for its 

application to the modern history of Russia, central and east Europe. It charts the emergence 

of this approach in the context of the more established fields of travel literature studies, 

migration history, and the history of tourism, but notes that the “new mobilities paradigm” 

has not yet had much impact on the historiography of Russia, central and east Europe. It is 

critical of the emphasis on Orientalist views of the region and claims that these have 

overestimated western hostility to the region and neglected the mobility of the region’s 

inhabitants. This chapter further suggests that an assumption of tight state control of 

movement in Russia has led to a neglect of many types of journeys within the region. It calls 

for historians to abandon the customary distinctions they have traditionally applied to 

journeys, based on purpose, duration or level of choice, and instead explore commonalities 

between them. Finally, it explains the specific contribution to the understanding of mobility 

of the twelve case studies included in the volume, which range from the eighteenth to the 

twenty-first centuries. 
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The emergence of the “new mobilities paradigm” in the past two decades reflects the 

increasing awareness of the significance of mobility, understood as movement across space 

by means of transport, whether human, animal or machine, for the human experience. This 

paradigm understands mobility as “a process that is firmly embedded within society and 

culture and is thus fundamental to the construction and reproduction of key societal 

structures.”1 Mobility forms, by extension, an essential part of the past, and the history of 

mobility a critical means of capturing the ways in which people interacted with their physical 

environment and one another. The history of mobility includes migration, understood as a 

change of residence, and leisure travel, which represents an escape from the ordinary, but 

also the movement across space that allows individuals to perform everyday functions, 

whether with or without the assistance of machines or animals. Whatever their purpose, 

duration, or destination, all journeys merit scholarly attention for the ways in which they 

shape the human experience. With this in mind, one of the leading proponents of the history 

of mobilities, Colin Pooley, has called for “a full exploration of the experience of the journey, 

of the role of mobility itself in forming values and judgements and of the ways in which that 

may shape future life trajectories.”2  

 

This volume responds to this call with respect to the region of Russia, central and eastern 

Europe. It breaks new ground by demonstrating the role of the journey as a key motor of 

human development in Russia, central and east Europe in the modern period. It does this by 

means of twelve case studies which examine different types of movement, both voluntary and 

involuntary, permanent and temporary, short and long-distance, into, out of, and around the 

region. These range in scope from the flight of serfs from Russia to Poland-Lithuania on foot 

in the eighteenth century to adventure tourists from Britain exploring Russia on motorbikes 

since the turn of the new millennium. These examinations of journeys into, out of, and around 
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the region attest to the high level of mobility in the region, by the inhabitants themselves as 

well as outsiders. They also highlight the numerous motives for travel in the region, the many 

modes of transport used, and the enormous personal, social, and political implications of such 

journeys.  

 

It is especially important to consider the role of mobility in the modern period, when a global 

revolution in mobility took place. Technology was in part responsible for this increase in 

movement across space. New steam-powered modes of transport, principally railways and 

steamships, facilitated long-distance travel and opened it up to the masses in the nineteenth 

century. By the 1840s, visitors could travel the whole way from Vienna to Constantinople by 

steamboat without disembarking.3 By the 1870s, it was possible to travel around the world 

entirely under steam power.4 Particularly important for Russia was the construction of the 

Trans-Siberian Railway between 1891 and 1916. As Sarah Badcock shows in Chapter 3 of 

this volume, it marked a major improvement in the eastward journeys of prisoners, by 

reducing the number of stages that they had to make on foot.5 Economic developments also 

played a role in the global mobility revolution. The labour demands of the expanding 

capitalist economy provided incentives to ordinary workers to move, whether within their 

own countries or further afield. The state proved another important force in that it removed 

legal restrictions on movement and, in some cases, sent political opponents into exile in more 

liberal regimes.6 Long-distance migration, that is, a change of residence to a distant place 

with a very different social order, became a mass phenomenon, especially for Europe and 

parts of Asia. Between 1815 and 1914, 82 million people chose to leave their homes and 

settle abroad.7 Ironically, those unsettled by the quickening pace of life brought about by 

technological changes were also prompted to move, seeking refuge in spa towns and very 

remote areas, such as the peaks of Europe’s highest mountains.8  
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These structural changes have long been recognised by historians and have led to a 

considerable body of scholarship on different aspects of travel in the modern period. Yet the 

“new mobilities paradigm” suggests that the customary distinctions made by historians 

between various kinds of journeys may be of limited use. James Buzard has already made the 

case for abandoning the traditional distinction between the traveller and the tourist, seeing it 

as an artificial construct designed to flatter the educated by depicting their travels as 

motivated by intellectual curiosity rather than mere entertainment.9 Hermann Bahr, an 

Austrian writer visiting Ragusa (Dubrovnik), the subject of Chapter 10 of this volume, 

provides a good example of this snobbery in his dismissive attitudes towards his fellow-

travellers. While the purposes of other journeys, such as diplomatic missions or pilgrimages, 

may be more clear cut, the “new mobilities paradigm” emphasises that all such journeys lead 

to common experiences of movement across space, involve the use of some form of transport, 

and require adaptation to new surroundings.10 The anecdote that Andreas Agocs relates in 

Chapter 10 highlights how similar the activities of trips for different purposes could be. Bahr 

was subjected to a police interrogation for taking pictures in Ragusa with his Kodak camera, 

as the police mistook his interest in seagulls for coastal surveillance by an international spy. 

 

Migration has long been considered a special type of journey defined by a commitment to 

change the place of residence and has spawned a distinct field of scholarship, migration 

studies. Yet newer studies of travel suggest that whether people change residence 

permanently or for a shorter period may not be that significant. Historian Joshua Sanborn has 

argued that soldiers on duty away from home should also be considered migrants, despite 

their belief that their real lives are merely suspended until their return home. Looking at 

Russia in World War I, he shows that the experiences of soldiers were very similar to those of 
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civilian migrants. Both soldiers and refugees in wartime Russia partook in violence and 

suffered its effects. Like other migrants, their bonds to their home communities were 

dissolved and new ones forged in the challenging setting of the frontline.11 By the same 

token, one could argue that leisure travellers, whose trips were also designed to be temporary 

absences from home, might be considered migrants. Certainly, up until the emergence of 

cheap air travel, the authors of travel accounts often spent as long on their travels as soldiers 

did on their tours of duty. Like soldiers, leisure travellers lost some of their bonds to their 

homeplace and forged new ones, often with other travellers of their own class, based on 

personal travel experiences or shared impressions of their hosts. No less than for labour 

migrants, the economic opportunities provided by the expanding capitalist economy could 

provide a spur to leisure travellers. Professional writers, who were responsible for the bulk of 

travel writing, were often quite conscious of the value of their trips as a means of gaining 

material for future publications, with which to earn an income. In Chapter 5 of this volume, 

Chris Read points, for instance, to the commercial motives of the western travellers to the 

Soviet Union.  

 

Distinctions between voluntary and forced migrant journeys are also coming into question. 

Nick Baron and Peter Gatrell have pointed out that “all migration involves elements of both 

choice and coercion, although in different measure.”12 Economic migration, for instance, can 

be the product of an individual’s appetite for self-improvement and tolerance of change as 

well as weak economic structures at home. Andrei Gornastaev’s study of Russian serfs in this 

volume, Chapter 6, exemplifies the complex and often opaque motives behind migration. It is 

also worth pointing out that the challenges faced by poor but voluntary labour migrants in 

finding food and shelter over long distances are similar to those faced by forced migrants. In 
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Chapter 3, Jonathan Rowson describes the difficulties of travelling on foot for both migrants 

and prisoners travelling eastward in nineteenth-century Russia. 

 

This volume is novel in rejecting the customary division of journeys by purpose, by duration, 

or by level of choice, and instead highlighting commonalities within numerous kinds of 

journeys in the region of Russia, central and east Europe and between it and other parts of the 

world. It brings together analyses of travel writing, tourism, and migration, while also 

addressing topics that do not fall easily into either category. These include, for instance, an 

examination of the travels of a professional communist and the legacy of an imperial Russian 

military campaign among the Russian diaspora in eastern Europe.13 The volume is also 

innovative in highlighting the multiple travel identities adopted by individuals and groups 

over the course of their lives. Even though many have been classified as refugees or migrants, 

the peoples of this region could equally be described in other ways, depending on the period 

that the historian examines. In the last chapter of this volume, Agnieszka Pufelska reveals a 

particularly dramatic change of role as the Germans who were expelled from Poland at the 

end of World War II, often in violent circumstances, became tourists when they returned to 

their homeplaces in subsequent years.  

 

This collection also makes clear the logic of an expansive approach to mobility, 

encompassing all modes of transport, whether pedestrian, animal, or machine. For many 

travellers in the nineteenth century, journeys could involve all three. As Rowson tells us, 

some peasant migrants travelled by boat, railway and on horseback to their destinations in 

Perm Province. Another striking finding of this collection is the proximity of mobility and 

immobility. Badcock points out that much time on prisoners’ exile journey to Siberia was 

spent waiting for a thaw to allow further travel by boat.14 Individual biographies also exhibit 
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a combination of mobility and immobility. In Chapter 8, we learn that, before he travelled 

from the Soviet Union to America, the dissident, Zhores Medvedev, spent time in psychiatric 

confinement, an alternative form of state punishment to exile. Similarly, Mátyás Rákosi, 

whose travels are described in Chapter 11, spent fifteen years in prison in Hungary after a life 

of criss-crossing Europe. Several of the essays also note the role of nodes of transport and 

specific routes in shaping the experiences of travellers and connecting the region with other 

regions on its periphery. Rowson points to Perm as a centre of trade between China and 

Siberia and its links to the great market city of Nizhny Novogrod. Badcock draws attention to 

the near mythical status of the Vladimirka road, along which prisoners travelled from 

Moscow to Vladimir on their way into exile in Siberia. Indeed, such places allowed travellers 

of different kinds of travellers, professional writers, economic migrants, and prisoners, to rub 

shoulders with one another.  

 

The study of mobility is especially pressing for the region of Russia, central and east Europe. 

The region has attracted little attention from adherents of “new mobilities studies”, barely 

featuring in the premier journals on the history of mobility, such as the Journal of Transport 

History, Transfers and Mobility in History, although these provide good coverage of regions 

well beyond western Europe and North America.15 Journals from related fields, such as the 

Journal of Tourism History, are only marginally better in this respect.16 That is not to say that 

there has been no work on mobility in the region. Indeed, there are now several outstanding 

monographs on aspects of mobility that reshape our understanding of the region’s history. 

Peter Gatrell’s work on civilian mobility in World War I shows that the sudden movement of 

millions of people contributed to the turmoil that led to the Bolshevik Revolution.17 Michael 

David-Fox’s examination of western travellers to the Soviet Union reveals the extent to 

which foreign models influenced the development of state and society in the interwar 
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period.18 Diane Koenker’s study of tourism in the Soviet Union identifies the growth of a 

consumer culture analogous to the west, if somewhat later, despite the efforts of the state to 

use tourism to strengthen allegiance to communism.19 A handful of essay collections have 

also addressed mobility in Russia, central and eastern Europe and point to the extensive and 

varied character of travel in the region.20 

 

The research on mobility in the region has been limited, however, by an over-reliance on the 

Orientalist paradigm and an overestimation of the level of state control over movement in 

Russia in particular. The legacy of the Orientalist critique weighs heavily on the 

historiography of Russia, central and eastern Europe. Scholars of the region were quick to 

embrace Edward Said’s notion of the construction of the “Orient” by western intellectuals 

and to apply it to their own field of study, located as it is on the verge of the Middle East. In 

his hugely influential book, Inventing Eastern Europe: The Map of Civilization on the Mind 

of the Enlightenment, American historian Larry Wolff argued that eastern Europe was, like 

the larger Orient, also a product of the minds of western Europeans. He argued that 

eighteenth-century western European travellers abandoned the traditional division of the 

continent into North and South dating back to the Renaissance and invented the notion of 

“eastern Europe” as a distinct geographical unit to describe the European lands east of 

Germany. Moreover, he claimed, they depicted “eastern Europe” as full of mystery, 

backwardness and stasis and contrasted it to the dynamism of western Europe. In this way, 

they pre-empted the political and economic divisions of the Cold War.21 

 

While Wolff’s study has sparked an impressive range of research into travellers from west to 

east, it has been criticised for overstating its argument.22 Wolfgang Schmale claims that 

Wolff exaggerated the extent of Orientalising discourse because he relied on a small number 
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of sources, omitted travellers from the Habsburg Monarchy, and neglected newspapers and 

archival sources. Indeed, the attitudes of western Europeans to the region were not uniformly 

pejorative. One traveller examined here in Chapter Four, Carla Serena, explicitly 

acknowledged the diversity of Imperial Russia, commenting that “the immense empire looks 

like a carpet formed by an infinity of colourful patches.” Religious prejudices mattered too. 

Serena’s hostility to Islam encouraged her preference for the Buddhist Kalmyks over the 

Kirgiz.  

 

Some travel writers, Schmale points out, were positively disposed to the region because they 

believed in a shared classical past, evident in the archaeological remains of classical 

settlements.23 Even travellers discomfited by the unfamiliarity of eastern languages, such as 

Slavic ones or Magyar, found comfort in the fact that many of their interlocutors could speak 

Latin.24 As Martina Morabito’s contribution to this volume demonstrates, Russian writer 

Konstantin Balmont rejected Orientalism, despite the recent defeat of Russia by Japan and the 

“yellow peril”, and instead embraced Japanese culture. Perceptions of specific lands were 

often the product of temporary strategic alliances rather than long-lasting prejudices.25 The 

ideological background of the observer also mattered. For example, Irish nationalists 

identified with the subject populations of central and eastern Europe as fellow-victims of 

colonialism.26   

 

It is also worth pointing out that western travellers did not confine their condescension 

towards eastern Europeans, but applied it to other groups of people at home. Even claims that 

Wolff specifically associates with eastern Europe, such as slavery and lack of civilisation, 

could be found in travellers’ comments on their own homelands.27 Travellers from Europe’s 

metropoles frequently Orientalised the ethnic peoples on the peripheries of their own 
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countries. British anthropologist Alfred Cord Haddon, for instance, did fieldwork involving 

the measuring of skulls on the Aran Islands in the west of Ireland as well as on the Torres 

Islands of the South Pacific.28 Indeed eastern Europeans did the same. Klemens Kaps has 

pointed out that Polish landowners in Galicia described their own peasantry in terms 

normally associated with indigenous peoples in colonial territories.29 In this sense, Europeans 

were not so much inventing eastern Europe as expressing class-based prejudice. 

 

Wolff and before him Said have also been taken to task for the periodisation of Orientalism. 

Said posited an implausibly long arc of Orientalism from the ancient world to the present, 

while Wolff claimed to identify already in the eighteenth century what many see as only 

having become common in the nineteenth and only institutionalised in the twentieth century. 

Schmale argues that intellectuals still thought of the world as divided into four world 

cultures, of which Europe, both east and west, was one. Western intellectuals saw themselves 

as part of a unit that spread as far as Ukraine and was protected by the Cossacks. Only with 

the Industrial Revolution, when varying degrees of industrialisation generated real economic 

differences between the regions, did westerners start to think of the east as a distinct region.30 

Wendy Bracewell agrees, noting that a very hostile image of Russia and eastern Europe, as a 

site of barbarity, despotism and backwardness, gripped France in the 1860s and then spread 

to Germany.31 The development of the discipline of historical anthropology, which described 

Slavs as a cultural and ethnographical unit distinct from the Latin and Germanic peoples, and 

the emergence of Pan-Slavism reinforced the sense of difference and of danger.32 The chapter 

on Bahr suggests that some of these views indeed applied by the late nineteenth century, 

while those on Cold War travellers to Russia and Poland indicates that these views were very 

fixed by that time. Read’s examination of tourists after the fall of communism reveals some 
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chinks, however, as a younger generation encountered Russia from a less politicised 

perspective. 

 

In addition to producing a very simplified picture of travel in the region, Wolff contributed to 

tendency among scholars to Orientalise the region once again. The focus on the “discovery” 

of the region by outsiders common to much work on travel writing is problematic in that it 

reduces the local population to mere foils for the history of others, typically the development 

of western or national identities. It also underestimates their own mobility, creating a 

“sedentarist bias”.33 Indeed, general studies of travel writing give short shrift to texts written 

by people in Russia, central and east Europe and, for their part, studies of the literature of the 

region neglect the genre of travel writing.34 Most people of the region made journeys on a 

daily basis, whether for work, for pleasure or religious observations, and some made longer 

ones, including outside their provinces, empires and beyond Europe.35 The true work of 

discovery lies in bringing the huge corpus of travel writing by the region’s own inhabitants to 

light. The “East looks West” project at the University College London’s School of Slavonic 

and East European Studies has identified over 4,400 travel accounts published in book form 

between around 1550 and 2000. The true number is even higher, as the editors did not include 

accounts by those living in Austria, the Baltic states, and present-day Russia and focused on 

travels within Europe, thus excluding travels to different continents.36 This volume 

complements this work, providing studies of travel by the residents of the region, which 

confirm that movement was as much part and parcel of life in this region, in peacetime as 

well as wartime, as of western Europe. It features, for instance, accounts of Russian 

academics going into exile in America, a Russian poet exploring Japan, and a Bulgarian 

actress in British Mauritius. Taken as a whole, they help to integrate the region into the global 
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history of mobility and thus challenge perceptions of the region as backward and isolated 

from global developments.  

 

There are limitations, however, to travel writing as a source for mobility. Most authors of east 

European travel accounts were writers by profession, but these were only a small portion of 

the millions of people who criss-crossed the region in the modern period.37 Some of the 

authors in this collection manage to recreate their experiences by an imaginative approach to 

historical sources. In his study of peasant migration, Rowson shows how elite sources can 

elucidate the experience of more humble travellers. He points out that from the mid-

nineteenth century Russian writers adopted a realist approach to travel writing and balances 

their accounts against more positive western accounts to gain an accurate picture of peasant 

migration. Andrey Gornostaev notes that peasants were very coy in their responses to 

questions by officials, rarely providing concrete reasons for their flight and giving only the 

vaguest of information on the routes they took and people who helped them. He manages to 

piece together their journeys, however, by combining snippets from these sources with 

criminal records. In other cases, it is simply not possible to provide a full picture. Badcock 

points out that while political prisoners have left extensive records of their experience of exile 

journeys to Siberia, the less educated category of criminal prisoners did not. Moreover, the 

strong prejudices of the former suggest that their accounts cannot be relied upon for the 

experience of the criminals.  

 

Recovering the experiences of women from travel writing is a particular challenge. Most of 

the writing on mobility in Russia, central and east Europe documents travels by men. Two 

chapters in this volume address journeys by women and show how their gender shaped their 

travel experiences, in both cases facilitating their own goals. Carla Serena gained access to 
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domestic settings closed to male travellers and thus was able to provide much needed insights 

into female lives in the Caucasus. As described in Chapter 12, Dorina Ilieva-Simpson took 

advantage of the female association with charity to pursue her humanitarian agenda in 

Mauritius. Other chapters include women’s experiences in other ways. Badcock notes that a 

small portion of exiles to Siberia were women and that these were victims of systematic 

sexual exploitation and that some engaged in prostitution to improve their position. Balázs 

Apor is able to provide an eastern perspective on gender issues in western Europe, as he 

reports Rákosi’s disgust at female prostitution in Hamburg and surprise at the high status of 

women in British society relative to Hungary. 

 

Along with the sedentarist bias of Orientalism, another dominant trope in writing about 

mobility in the region of Russia, central and eastern Europe has been the power of the state, 

especially the Russian and Soviet states, in controlling movement. The well-known legal 

barriers to movement, such as passports for internal and external travel, the obligations of 

serfdom, and the confines of the iron curtain, which derived from state concerns to ensure 

stability in labour supply to landed estates, the extraction of taxes, access to military recruits, 

and political stability, have tended to obscure the level of travel in the region.38 It should be 

pointed out, however, that certain categories of people — whether agents of state, soldiers, 

traders, or communist ideologues — could move legally, while others like serfs, 

revolutionaries and criminals frequently moved illegally. Chapter Six in this volume reveals 

large-scale circumvention of border regulations by Russian serfs in the eighteenth century. 

An official perspective also overlooks the short journeys inevitably taken during these 

periods by ordinary people going about their business. A fuller account of mobility might 

challenge the claim of the relative immobility of the Russian population on the basis of the 

census of 1897, which found that over 90% lived in the district of their birth and that the 
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percentage was lower than average in southern Russia, North Caucasus, Siberia, the Baltic 

provinces and Poland.39  

 

The focus on state control of migration also exaggerates the uniqueness of the region and 

suggests that Russia was relatively isolated from the global boom in migration identified by 

Jürgen Osterhammel. In fact, Russia and Northeast Asia formed its own migration network, 

characterised by land travel of various types – free peasants and fleeing serfs, landowners and 

criminals, even settlers from Germany.40 Internal migration also boomed. In the first half of 

the nineteenth century, Siberia received just 7,500 new settlers annually. By 1891 the figure 

was 43,000, made up of a mixture of free peasants and fleeing serfs, landowners, criminals 

and political prisoners.41 Russia was also a magnet for Chinese labourers, over 100,000 of 

whom went there during World War I.42 Movement, it should be noted, was by no means free 

outside Russia. In pre-war Nazi Germany, Jews were denied the right to use bicycles and, 

during the war, Poles were too.43 In the southern states of the U.S. well into the twentieth 

century, blacks were obliged to sit in specified seats at the back of buses, until Rosa Parkes 

famously refused. 44 

 

Only recently have historians begun to acknowledge limits on the state’s capacity to control 

movement. Willard Sunderland has emphasised the capacity of peasants to withstand the 

government’s efforts to direct the colonisation of the Russian steppe. His examination of the 

workings of the colonisation process reveals that peasants simply occupied land without 

official permission despite the government’s consequent efforts to treat them like vagrants.45 

Using a range of new sources, Eileen Kane has shown similar limits to the state’s capacity to 

control movement initiated by its Muslim subjects. The Russian state sought to co-opt its 

large Muslim population, 20 million in 1900, by facilitating the hajj to Mecca, while at the 
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same time allowing contact with non-Russian subjects outside its borders, including those 

who might work to undermine it. Muslims did not always follow the state’s approved routes, 

however, and some even resented the role of non-Muslim Russians at their religious sites.46 

Studies of tourism in the Soviet bloc have also shown that state efforts to forge international 

socialist identities through tourism often failed and rather reinforced local and regional 

identities.47 Barbara Martin’s essay in this volume confirms Charles Steinwedel’s observation 

that “the state established frameworks and incentives that people on the move elaborated and 

constituted in their own ways, often leading to unintended consequences.”48 She describes 

how some Soviet dissidents on trips abroad refused to defect and thus provoked the regime 

into stripping them of citizenship, thus damaging the image of the Soviet Union abroad. 

 

This volume is divided into three sections, each of which focuses on journeys into or out of 

particular parts of the region. Section One deals with journeys into or within Russia, Section 

Two with journeys out of Russia, while Section Three focuses on journeys by central and 

eastern Europeans both within the region and beyond. Two chapters in Section One deal with 

journeys by marginal figures within Imperial Russia, two with those by western travellers to 

post-revolutionary Russia. The first of these, Chapter Two, centres on the eastern Russian 

province of Perm. Its author, Jonathan Rowson, discusses the challenges of capturing the 

peasant experience in the absence of their own ego-documents and makes a strong case for 

exploiting travelogues by elite travellers as well as official documents. The former suggest 

that the challenges faced by peasants on their journeys were not much different from those 

faced by elite travellers. One writer spoke of dirty steamers, overcrowding on trains, repeated 

delays and even crashes. Finally, these sources, along with official ones, provide insights into 

peasants’ motives in taking to the road. Rowson reveals the dynamism of the peasant 

population in using migration as a response to the changing economic fortunes of the 
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province’s industrial centres. Chapter Three, by Sarah Badcock, identifies many similarities 

in the travelling conditions suffered by penal exiles to Siberia, particularly the lengthy 

periods of waiting, in the decade before the Russian Revolution. While she acknowledges 

that the journey was intended to be punitive, she shows that the expectation of open spaces 

upon arrival at their destination made some prisoners more positively disposed towards their 

journeys. She also notes, like Sanborn, the important role of displacement in forming new 

social networks or “travel communities” and draws attention to the part played by those 

accompanying the prisoners, the guards and governors, in shaping their experiences en route 

to Siberia.  

 

The next two chapters in this section concern travellers of a far more privileged background, 

westerners visiting Russia before and after the Revolution of 1917. Chapter Four, by Daniele 

Artoni, describes the travels of Carla Serena, a Flemish Jew married to an Italian merchant, in 

the Russian Empire in the 1870s. He identifies in her writings on the Caucasus a clear sense 

of western superiority over the East familiar to readers of Wolff’s Inventing Eastern Europe, 

albeit with a new focus on examples associated with women’s work – Serena reported the 

amazement of Abkhazians at how she used eggs to produce zabaglione and meringues. At the 

same time, however, he emphasises how deeply she engaged with the culture of the 

Caucasians and how differentiated her views were – she considered the Caucasians superior 

to the Persians, whom she dismissed as lazy and corrupt. The final chapter in this section, by 

Christopher Read, shifts attention to the post-revolutionary period with an examination of 

western travellers to Russia during and after the Cold War. Like Wolff’s earlier travellers, 

many of his subjects from the Soviet period claim to be on a voyage of discovery. Read 

shows that their writings are full of naïve generalisations about Russia, based on a narrow 

range of local contacts, an unfailing belief in American superiority, and an assumption of 
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stasis in the Soviet system. That said, they also exhibit respect for certain aspects of Russian 

life. He argues that Cold War tropes have proven remarkably resilient in journalistic writing, 

but are rare among the new naïve and apolitical genre of writing on adventure tourism.  

 

Section Two is devoted to journeys by Russians outside their country. Chapter Six, by 

Andrey Gornostaev, picks up some of the themes of the earlier chapter on peasant migration. 

The author explores the motives for serfs’ flight from Russia to Poland-Lithuania and the 

particular challenges of their journeys as runaways. He also exposes the limits of Russian 

state control of mobility, when faced with peasant dissatisfaction, Polish landlords’ desire for 

labour, and the state’s fluid borders. His study of labour mobility across borders thus helps to 

integrate the national economic histories of two major powers of the region under study, 

Russia and Poland-Lithuania. Chapter Seven, by Ángel Luis Torres Adan, deals with 

journeys to another Russia’s periphery, Moldova and Transnistria. He examines the military 

campaign of General Alexander Suvorov in the Russo-Turkish War of 1787-1792 and shows 

the close connection between military and civilian migration – Suvorov’s military journey 

sparked the mass flight of Muslim peasants and an influx of Russian settlers. Finally, he 

illustrates the instrumentalisation of Suvorov’s original journey by the descendants of these 

settlers as a means of justifying the independence of Transnistria. 

 

While Adan examines soldiers, Martina Morabito addresses another profession whose work 

often involved travel – artists, specifically the Russian symbolists of the early twentieth 

century. Like Adan, she focuses on one especially well travelled individual – Konstantin 

Balmont – and explores the ramifications of his trip to Japan in 1916. Despite the prevalent 

hostility to Japan and the influence of Orientalism, she shows that Balmont embraced 

Japanese culture and developed an aesthetic that integrated the horizontal expanses associated 
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with Russia with the vertical tradition found in Japanese writing. The final essay in this 

section, by Barbara Martin, deals with other elite travellers, albeit ones making involuntary 

journeys. Like Gornostaev, she highlights the ineffectiveness of government efforts to control 

mobility in the Soviet Union in the 1970s. This regime stripped dissident intellectuals Zhores 

Medvedev and Aleksandr Nekrich of citizenship while abroad, preventing them from 

returning to the Soviet Union. Yet their restraint in openly criticising the government 

undermined Soviet claims that they constituted a danger to the state, while they took full 

advantage of the possibilities of their new homes in the US to publish works that reached and 

challenged the Soviet Union. 

 

Section Three features four studies of journeys made by eastern and central Europeans 

against the political context of empire and war. In Chapter Ten, Andreas Agocs uses writer 

Hermann Bahr’s journey to Dalmatia in 1909 as a means of exploring Austrian attitudes to 

the periphery of the Habsburg Monarchy. He shows that Bahr echoed in part Orientalist 

discourse about the region. Bahr’s experience of transport facilities and hotels led him to 

describe the region as underdeveloped. He assumed, however, that that the Austrian 

authorities and the Lloyd Steam Navigation Company rather than the people themselves were 

the ones to realise its great potential. At the same time, Bahr also noted, in keeping with 

Schmale’s observation, the many archaeological remains, of both the Romans and the 

Venetians, that confirmed Dalmatia’s European credentials. Chapter Eleven examines a 

traveller who hailed from another part of the Habsburg Monarchy, Hungary. Its author, 

Balázs Apor, explores how Mátyás Rákosi’s trips to Hamburg and London in 1913 and 1914 

shaped his development as a communist. Apor is able to show that Rákosi was very 

impressed by Germany’s modern transport facilities and Britain’s monuments, but 
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disillusioned by the poverty he saw in Hamburg and London and thus was confirmed in his 

communist beliefs.  

 

The impact of the communist takeover in Bulgaria on the life of one woman, Dorina Ilieva-

Simpson, is revealed in the following chapter. Chapter Twelve, by Snezhana Dimitrova, 

documents the journey of this member of Bulgaria’s interwar elite to colonial Mauritius as a 

political exile and wife of a British diplomat. Dimitrova demonstrates how Ilieva-Simpson’s 

experience of exile and exclusion from colonial society as an eastern Europe drove her to 

become an outspoken advocate for the indigenous peoples of the island, especially those 

rendered immobile by polio or confinement due to mental illness. The final chapter deals 

with the aftermath of another forced journey at the end of World War II, the expulsion of 

ethnic Germans from Poland. Written by Agnieszka Pufelska, this chapter explores the 

peculiar experience of the return journeys made by these Germans to their homelands. As in 

Read’s contribution, these “western” visitors were highly critical of the Soviet bloc and the 

communist authorities very suspicious of them. The fact, however, that the visitors had once 

lived in the region exacerbated the mutual hostility and rendered futile attempts by each side 

to promote their own interpretation of World War II. As other studies of travel in the Soviet 

bloc have shown, in this case, travel confirmed rather than challenged existing prejudices.49 
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